The EDGES experiment has detected the global absorption signal of 21 cm line at z ∼ 17 in cosmic dawn era and reported its amplitude larger than the standard cosmological prediction. One of the possible explanation requires that the baryons were much cooler than the standard scenario. This requires an interaction between the dark and baryonic sectors with some appropriate cross-section,σ . In this work, we examine the role that dissipative effects of cosmic fluid might play in influencing the 21 cm signal. We show that the presence of viscous dissipation of dark matter can significantly affect the energy transfer between the baryonic and dark matter fluids. It is demonstrated that the inclusion of the dissipative mechanism in the dark sector, strongly modify the earlier constraints on dark matter mass andσ obtain from EDGES observation. Further, we argue that EDGES absorption signal can put an independent bound on dark matter viscosity which is many order of magnitude larger than the maximum viscosity allowed by the structure formation.
INTRODUCTION
Recently EDGES has reported an absorption signal of 21 cm line with an amplitude of 0.5 degree Kelvin at the redshift z ∼ 17 [1] . This signal was reported in the cosmic dawn era 15 ≤ z ≤ 20, when the Universe was in its coolest phase and the star formation started for the first time in the cosmic history of the Universe. Later, as the star formation proceeds, the ultraviolet radiation emitted from the stars heat up the baryonic matter and the spin temperature becomes larger than the CMB temperature and hence 21 cm signal goes to zero below z ∼ 15. The amplitude of the reported absorption signal is approximately two times larger than the standard cosmological prediction. The absorption dip indicates that either the baryons were much cooler or the photons were much hotter than what one would predict from the standard cosmological scenario [2, 3] .
One of the promising ways to reduce the baryon temperature could be an interaction between the baryons and the dark matter (DM) [2, 3] because, at the cosmic dawn era, the DM was much colder than the baryons. For a sufficient cooling of baryons at cosmic dawn era, the preferable form of DM-baryon scattering is assumed as σ =σv −4 rel , where v rel represents the relative velocity between DM and baryons [4] [5] [6] . It has been shown that in order to explain the EDGES observation due to DM-baryon interaction, the DM mass should be sub GeV scale, m χ ≤ 1 GeV [2, 3] . In the standard lambda cold dark matter (ΛCDM) model, the widely favored DM candidate, weakly interacting massive relic particles (WIMPs), which fits with the Planck observational constraint has a mass range of few GeV to TeV. However, the non-observation of WIMP at direct detection experiments XENON100 [7] , LUX [8] and at LHC excluded large parameter space of DM mass.
The direct detect detection experiments are highly sensitive around DM masses 30 GeV and less sensitive below DM mass below 10 GeV due to small nuclear recoil energy. Since direct detection experiments are not sensitive to such low mass of DM particles (i.e. m χ ≤ 1 GeV) that explain the EDGES observation, hence it evades the direct detection DM mass constraints. The other possible alternative explanations of EDGES observation include the emission of 21-cm axion [9] [10] [11] , excess of early radio background [12] and early dark energy [13] etc.
The reported EDGES signal in the cosmic dawn era provides the unique opportunity to understand the microscopic properties of the dark matter. In Refs. [14, 15] , it has been shown that dark matter annihilation, decay can cause energy injection in the cosmic medium and thus EDGES observation used to obtain constraints on dark matter annihilation and decay rates. Later, in Ref. [16] it has been argued that the interaction between the DM and lighter degree of freedom, can delay the 21 cm absorption signal due to collisional damping and put a strong bound on DM-interaction with the light Standard model particles. Further, in Ref. [17] EDGES observation has been used to constrain on kinematic mixing strength between the photon and hidden photon in ultra-light hidden photon DM model.
In the standard cosmology, dark matter is assumed to be ideal but if dark matter is viscous then it will change the standard cosmological evolution history. The viscosity of the DM is related to the microscopic properties of the DM particles. In Ref. [18] , two of us have argued that the Self Interacting Dark Matter (SIDM) that solves the small-scale issues of collisionless cold dark matter paradigm may produce the viscosity (both bulk and shear) and hence contribute to cosmic dissipation. The viscous effects of SIDM are sufficient enough to produce the late time accelerated expansion [18] and also explain the late time cosmology without any need of separate dark energy component [19] . Also in the Ref. [20] , it has been shown that the decay of cold dark matter into relativistic particles can produce the bulk viscosity. The phenomenological implications of viscous dark matter are very rich and have been applied in the different aspects of the cosmology. In the earlier works, it has been also argued that if dark matter has sufficient bulk viscosity then it can produce inflation like behaviour [21] [22] [23] [24] and explain the present observed cosmic acceleration [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Some recent discussions on viscous cosmology can be found in Refs. [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] .
In this work, we study the dissipative effect of DM along with the DM-gas interaction in the light of reported absorption signal. Since the shear viscosity is severely constrained by the homogeneity and isotropy of the Universe [43] , hence we neglect the shear viscosity and assume only the bulk viscosity in the cosmic fluid. Here we focus on the dissipative effect of the dark sector from DM viscosity that may arise from the DM self-interaction, dark matter decay etc. Further, the presence of the dissipative effect of a DM fluid produces the entropy [42] throughout the cosmic evolution history and heats up the dark matter fluid. We consider the phenomenological form of the dark matter bulk viscosity as ζ χ = ζ 0 ρχ(z) ρχ(0) γ and calculate the entropy production using the FLRW metric in the expanding universe. Then, we set up the temperature evolution equations for the viscous dark matter and gas in the presence of DM-gas interaction. Later, we check the dependency of DM dissipation, DM mass and DM-gas interaction on the DM and gas temperature throughout the cosmic evolution.
We find that the low DM viscosity does not generate sufficient entropy to change the DM temperature and the DM fluid behaves like an ideal fluid. But, if the viscosity of the DM is sufficiently large then it increases DM temperature and also the gas temperature through the DMbaryon scattering at the low redshift. The cooling of the gas can be done by either increasing the DM-gas interaction or decreasing the DM mass. Hence, in order to explain the EDGES absorption signal in presence of viscous DM scenario, we need larger DM-gas cross-section and smaller DM mass in comparison with the ideal DM fluid. This allows us to put the new limits on the DM mass and the DM-baryon interaction cross-section. Further, using the limits on theσ from the CMB, we constrain the DM viscosity. We find that the EDGES observation can allow a large viscosity in the dark sector, which is approximately 10 4 to 10 6 orders larger in comparison with the limit obtained from the structure formation.
The organization of our paper is as follows: In Section 2, we will discuss the basic of 21 cm signal and also observed EDGES measurements. In Section 3, we will derive the evolution equation of dark matter temperature in presence of the dark matter viscosity. Assuming the DM-baryon interaction and DM viscosity, we will set up the temperature evolution equations of dark matter and baryons in Section 4. Later in Section 5, we show our results and put constraints on the DM viscosity, DM mass and DM-baryon scattering using the EDGES observational signal. Finally, we conclude our work in Section 6.
STANDARD MODEL OF 21 SIGNAL AND EDGES OBSERVATION
In this Section, we will discuss the basics of the 21 cm signal using the standard cosmological model. Later, we also discuss the recently observed 21 cm global absorption signal by the EDGES experiment.
The 21 cm absorption/emission line emits from the spin slip transition between two hyperfine states, singlet (F = 0) and triplet (F = 1) of the ground level of the hydrogen atom. The relative population of triplet (n 1 ) and singlet (n 0 ) of hyperfine splitting is characterized by the spin temperature T S . The spin temperature is given by
where E 21 is the energy of 21 cm line. Throughout the cosmic history of the Universe, the T S is determined by three competing mechanisms: CMB radiation, collisions and late time Lyman-α radiation. In the equilibrium, the spin temperature is given as
where T C and T G represents the CMB and kinetic temperature of gas. The temperature, T Lyα is defined through the detailed balance equation. The other quantities y c and y w is defined as
Here P c 01 and P w 01 are the probabilities of the ground and exited state through the collisions and Lyman-alpha radiation. The A 10 is the rate of the spontaneous decay, which value is ∼ 2.9 × 10 −15 sec −1 [2] .
In the standard cosmology, after recombination, the gas kinetically decouples from cosmic microwave background at z ≈ 1100. The gas remains thermally couple with CMB vis Compton scattering off the residual electrons and T S = T G until z ∼ 150. Below redshift z < 150, due to decreasing electron fraction, the Thomson scattering between the CMB and gas becomes unimportant and gas get thermally decoupled from the CMB radiation and cools adiabatically for the rest of cosmic evolution. At the smaller redshift z ∼ 100, the collision between the H − H, H − e in the gas becomes prominent and hence T S couples gas temperature, and T S follow the gas temperature, i.e. T S = T G . But at a later time due to decreasing the number density of the gas, the collisions between the gas become less effective and T S no longer hold the gas temperature T G . At this time gas absorbed/emitted the CMB radiation efficiently and spin temperature becomes CMB temperature. Finally at z < 20, stellar Lyman α couples spin temperature with gas via Wouthuysen-Field effect such that T S equals to T G . In this paper, for simplicity, we will use words gas and baryon interchangeably unless otherwise specified.
The intensity of the observed signal is quantified in terms of brightness temperature [2, 3] 
Here τ is the optical depth, which is given by
where λ 21 is the wavelength of 21cm at rest and n H is hydrogen number density. Assuming T S = T G , the standard astrophysics prediction for brightness temperature at z 17 is
and corresponding gas temperature 6.8 K [3] . Recently, EDGES [1] ≈ −500 +200 −300 mK
In the optimal condition, this corresponds to gas temperature: 3.26
. It is evident from the Eq.(4) that any mechanism that reduces the brightness temperature can explain the EDGES signal. It have been argued that the excess absorption deep of the EDGES observation can be explained by either decreasing T S via elastic scattering of dark matter with gas [2, 3] or increasing the T C via increasing the photon density, i.e. conversion of axion to photon [44] during the cosmic dawn.
Furthermore, the presence of the dissipative mechanism may increase the brightness temperature (i.e. decrease the strength of the absorption signal) by heating the gas. For example, the dark matter annihilation/decay can heat up the gas temperature T G by injecting energy into the intergalactic medium which could possibly erase the absorption signal [14, 15] . Here, we consider the heating effect coming due to the viscosity of dark matter and put the limit on DM viscosity, dark matter mass and DM-baryon cross-section using the EDGES absorption signal in next upcoming Sections.
VISCOUS DARK MATTER AND TEMPERATURE EVOLUTION
In this Section, we derive the temperature evolution of dark matter particles in the presence of dark matter viscosity. Using the first and second law of thermodynamics, we get the temperature evolution of viscous dark matter particle as
Where T χ , m χ , ρ χ represents the temperature, mass, energy density of the dark matter and H is the Hubble expansion rate. In the above equation, the first term corresponds to the Hubble dilution and second term of account for the heating effect which is coming from the DM dissipation. The presence of viscosity in the dark matter leads to entropy generation which heats the dark matter.
The entropy production by the imperfect fluid in expanding Universe is calculated in Ref. [42] . We apply this formalism for dark matter and find the entropy production per unit volume due to bulk viscous dark matter using the FLRW metric as
where S µ is entropy four vector, given by
Where s χ , n χ and u µ represents the entropy per unit particle, number density and four-velocity of the dark matter respectively. Due to dark matter viscosity, the heat energy per unit time per unit volume generated by viscous dark matter fluid is given by the second law of thermodynamics
In the comoving frame, the above Eq. (11) is rewritten as
Hence in presence of DM viscosity, the dark matter temperature evolution is obtained by applying Eq.(12) into the Eq. (8) as
The above equation shows that the presence of DM viscosity modifies the DM temperature evolution and because of ζ χ > 0 the dark matter temperature will always increase throughout the cosmic evolution.
To study the dissipative effect of dark matter, we consider a phenomenological choice of bulk viscosity as [43] 
where ρ χ (z) and ρ χ0 represents the energy density of dark matter at redshift z and presents. Here γ and ζ 0 represent the free parameters of dark matter viscosity. In this paper, we will not discuss the specific mechanism for bulk viscosity production but for sake of understanding, one can assume that the source of viscosity may be DM self-interaction, DM decay.
In our viscous DM model, we are considering that Universe consists of radiation (R), baryon (B), viscous cold dark matter (χ) and cosmological constant (Λ). The energy density of the viscous dark matter, ρ χ (z) can be calculated by applying the continuity equation for viscous DM component, in term of redshift [43] 
Here
, where i = R, B, χ, Λ and Ω χ (0) = Ω χ 0 . In the Eq. (15), the subscript, 0
represents the present values of the respective quantities and their values are taken from the Ref.
[45]. The other quantityζ represents the dimensionless viscosity parameter which is related with the viscosity coefficient ζ 0 byζ =
Here the initial condition of Ω χ is given by its present value i.e. Ω χ (0) = Ω χ 0 Thus in the viscous dark matter model, the Hubble expansion rate is given by
Here we see that the viscosity does not affect only the DM temperature but for sufficiently large viscosity, it may also affect the background expansion of the Universe.
DARK HEATING
In this Section, we will set up the basic differential equations to study the baryon and DM temperature evolution in presence of the DM viscosity and DM-gas interaction. Considering the viscous effect of dark matter and DM-baryon interaction, the temperature of baryon and dark matter evolve as
where T G is gas temperature. Here the Compton scattering rate, Γ C is given by where n e , n He and n H represents the electron, helium and hydrogen number density respectively.
Also, the CMB temperature at any redshift is given by T C (z) = T 0 (1 + z), where T 0 ∼ 2.72K.
Further, the last term dQ G dt in Eq. (17) represents the heat transfer rate by baryon to DM due to DM-baryon interaction. In order to have sufficient cooling of the gas at the cosmic dawn era, the interaction between the DM and gas must be sufficiently large, which can be done by considering the DM-gas interaction of the Rutherford type σ =σv
rel , where v rel is the relative velocity between DM and gas. For the DM-gas interaction of type σ =σv −4 rel , the heat transfer rate by baryonic to DM is given by [4] [5] [6] 
whereσ I is DM-gas scattering cross-section and ρ M is total matter density. Here I = (H, He, e, p)
are the species from which the DM can interacts. The different notation in Eq. (20) are given by
If DM is interacting with the Hydrogen only then m I = m H and x I = 1. The second term, dQχ dt in Eq. (18) represents the heat absorption rate by the dark matter particles, which can be obtained by G ↔ χ. The second term in the heat transfer rate (for both the baryon and DM) corresponds to the drag term which is small for the DM mass is less than the GeV scale. For larger DM mass ( m χ > 1GeV), the contribution of drag term becomes large and will heat both the DM and gas [5] .
Also, it is clear from Eq. (18) that the heating effect due to DM viscosity is prominent for large DM viscosity and large DM mass.
In the presence of DM-baryon interaction, the evolution equation of DM-baryon relative velocity is given as [5, 6] 
where
and the function F (r I ) is given by
The first term of Eq. (21) represents the dilution with the Hubble expansion whereas the second term of is a result of the interaction between DM and baryons. It is clear from the Eq. (21) that in presence of DM-baryon interaction the relative velocity decreases fastly.
In order to solve the DM and baryon temperature evolution, we need to provide an equation
for the electron fraction, x e (z). The electron fraction evolution can be written as [46] dx . Photoionization correspond to this recombination rate is given by:
Here Lyα is the photon escape life given by: R Lyα = 
RESULTS
As we have seen in the previous Section 4 that the presence of the dissipative effect in DM fluid cause the heat production in the dark sector and hence change the evolution history of DM temperature. Although the presence of DM-gas interaction cools the gas but the DM dissipation, if sufficiently strong, may make the cooling of the gas inefficient. In this Section, we will check the dependency of DM viscosity (ζ), DM mass (m χ ) and the DM-gas interaction cross-section (σ) on the temperature evolution for DM and gas. Later, we see that the requirement of EDGES signal explanation put the strong constraints on the above-aforementioned quantities.
Evolution of DM and baryon temperature
It is clear from the Eqs. (18), (17) , (21) and (24) , that the gas and DM temperature depends on the DM viscosity parameters (γ,ζ), DM mass (m χ ) and the DM-gas interaction cross-section (σ). Below, we will study the effects of the aforementioned parameters on temperature evolution one by one. In our analysis, we will consider that the DM is interacting with the hydrogen and at last we will generalize our analysis for the other components of the gas like Helium, electron, and proton. 
is the reduced planck mass. The term inside the square bracket decreases with the cosmic evolution and the term before the square bracket is independent on the redshift and its value will decide the strength of Υ. The condition that the viscous heating of DM will prominent over the baryonic heating at redshift z is Υ 1 and the DM viscous heating will be unimportant over the baryonic heating when Υ 1. with the redshift, i.e. γ = −0.5. In all the figures, the solid blue line corresponds to the evolution of baryon temperature when the interaction between the dark matter and baryon is zero and also DM viscosity is zero. In Fig. 1(a) , we see that for viscosity parameter,ζ = 10 −12 , both the dark matter and baryon temperature evolution follow the same pattern as there is no viscosity in dark sector (see Fig.1 of Ref. [5] ). This implies that such a small DM viscosity does not produce the sufficient dissipation that changes the DM and baryon temperature. In this case, throughout the 
Temperature evolution of baryon and dark matter vs redshift (z) for different viscosity parameter, DM mass, and DM baryon cross-section. The solid blue line in all figures corresponds toσ = 0, i.e. no interaction between dark matter and baryon also no viscosity in DM. The red and black solid curves correspond to gas temperature whereas the red-dashed and black-dashed curves corresponds for dark matter temperature. Fig. 1 cosmic evolution Υ 1, hence the heating corresponding to DM-baryon interaction (second term in right-hand side) dominant over the viscous dissipation (third term in right-hand side) in the Eq.(18). But for higher viscosity parameter,ζ = 10 −8 , the DM dissipation becomes prominent and hence increase both the DM and gas temperature, see Fig. 1(b) . At this time Υ 1 hence the heating due to the large viscosity of dark matter start dominating over the heating due to the DM-baryon interaction and thus the DM temperature increases sharply and becomes greater than the baryon at low redshift.
A similar argument can be given for the varying viscosity case, which is plotted in the lower Figures 1(c) and Fig. 1(d) . But in this case, the value of viscosity parameter up to which the DM and gas follow same temperature evolution and behaves like as there is no viscosity in DM is slightly larger,ζ = 10 −11 . Meanwhile, we also point out that the DM temperature corresponds to constant viscosity parameter, γ = 0,ζ = 10 −8 (i.e. Figure 1(c) ) is larger than the varrying viscosity parameter, γ = −0.5,ζ = 10 −8 (i.e. Figure 1(d) ) at small redshift. This happens because throughout the cosmic eolution history the dissipation correspond to the constant viscosity parameter is larger in comparison with the varrying viscosity.
Here we also see the effect of mass variation onto the temperature evolution of DM and gas. In the upper Figures 1(a) and 1(d) , we find that while increasing the DM mass, from 0.1 to 1 GeV, the contribution from the viscous dissipation becomes large and hence increase the DM temperature and also the gas temperature. Thus we conclude that while increasing the DM viscosity and DM mass (large DM mass range, i.e. 0.1 to 1 GeV) cause more heating of DM and baryon. Hence in order to cool the gas efficiently, the DM mass and DM viscosity should not be very large.
Until now in this subsection, we have only seen the effect of viscosity on the temperature evolution of the gas and DM. We have not given the interpretation of the magnitude of the viscosity parameters, which are severely constrained from the observation. In Ref. [43] , authors have put a strong constraint on the viscosity parameters from the structure formation. There they argued that in order to form non-linear structures, like dwarf galaxies, the viscosityζ ≤ 5 × 10 −11 , otherwise, the larger viscosity will decrease the growth of inhomogeneities and wash out the structures. The contribution from this viscosity,ζ ≤ 5 × 10 −11 is not sufficient to increase the gas temperature efficiently and hence does not affect the 21 cm absorption signal. Here in our analysis, we consider the larger values of viscosity to show how the higher dissipation can affect the temperature evolution.
Temperature dependency on DM-baryon interaction cross-sectionσ
In Fig. 2 , we plot the temperature of gas as the function of redshift for different values of cross-section,σ. For this purpose, we fix the viscosity parameter, γ = 0,ζ = 10 −8 and DM mass, m χ = 0.05 GeV. Here the blue line represents the gas temperature when there is no interaction between the DM-gas and also no viscosity in the dark sector. The interaction between the DM and gas cool the gas by transferring the energy from the gas to DM. We see that forσ = 10 −41 cm 2 (red thick line), the baryon temperature at z = 17 is ∼ 5.4K, which is small in comparison with the standard cosmological prediction. But as theσ increase from theσ = 10 −41 cm 2 toσ = 1.5 × 10 −41 cm 2 , due to larger interaction between the DM and gas, the effective cooling of the gas and also the heating of the DM starts comparatively at earlier times, which in turn reduces the gas temperature mχ=0.05GeV, γ=0, ζ=10
The temperature of DM and gas at constant viscosity and DM mass as a function of redshift for different values of DM-gas scattering cross-section,σ. As theσ increase, the gas temperature T G decreases but the DM temperature, T χ increases, throughout the cosmic evolution. 
The heat transfer rate by the gas to DM has been plotted as a function of the redshift for different values of DM-gas scattering cross-section, σ. As theσ increases the heat transfer rate increases at the earlier time and decreases at the late time (low redshift).
We also find at some point of cosmic evolution, the DM temperature becomes larger than the gas temperature and can start heating to the gas and hence increase the gas temperature at low redshift. But we find that in this mass range the heating to gas is not very effective. We checked that for the larger DM mass, increasing theσ causes more energy transfer from the gas to DM at the earlier time and when T χ > T G , the heating of gas becomes prominent. Thus at low redshift, the gas temperature increases fastly for large DM mass in comparison with the small DM mass.
In order to understand the cooling of gas due to the largeσ values, we also plot the heat tranfer rate by the gas, dQ G dt given in Eq. (20) , as a function of redshift for the different values of the DM-gas interaction cross-sectionσ in Fig. 3 . Here we take the same values of parameters, which we have taken Fig. 2 . We find that for smallσ value, i.e.σ = 5 × 10 −42 cm 2 (blue dotted line), the heat transfer rate is small but as theσ increases fromσ = 5 × 10 −42 cm 2 toσ = 1.5 × 10 −41 cm 2 , the dQ G dt becomes large at earlier time. Consequently, it is clear from the Eq. (17) that the cooling of the gas for largeσ is comparatively larger and T G becomes small at the z = 17. Although at small redshifts, when T χ > T G , dQ G dt < 0 but at that redshift the heating effect is not sufficient enough to increase the gas temperature.
Brightness Temperature
In order to see the effect of the viscosity on the brightness temperature, as given in Eq. in Fig. 4 . Here we plot the T 21 at small redshift 15 ≤ z ≤ 20, because at these redshifts the spin temperature couples with the gas temperature, i.e. T S = T G in Eq. (4) . For this purpose, we fix thê σ = 1.5×10 −41 cm 2 and DM mass m χ = 0.05GeV. Here the blue thick line represents the brightness temperature when there is no interaction between the DM and gas and also no viscosity in DM.
The other lines show the behaviour of brightness temperature in presence of DM-gas interaction and DM viscosity.
It is evident from Fig. 4 that when the viscosity is small,ζ = 3.5 × 10 −11 (red line), the gas can cool efficiently via DM interaction and make the brightness temperature T 21 more negative and explain the EDGES observation. Furthermore, as the viscosity increases, from theζ = 3.5 × 10 −10 toζ = 3.5 × 10 −9 ,(black dashed and purple dot dashed lines) the gas temperature start increasing and consequently diminishes the absorption signal. For sufficient large viscosity parameter,ζ = 3.5 × 10 −8 , (orange dashed line) the signal strength becomes very small. This implies that in order to explain the EDGES signal, the DM viscosity should not very large.
Constraints on DM-baryon scattering cross-section and DM mass
In the previous subsections, we have analyzed the effect of different parameters on DM viscosity and below we will use this knowledge to constrain those parameters. In order to get the EDGES absorption signal at z = 17, i.e. that satisfy T G = 5.20K, we get a range of parameter for DM- baryon scattering cross section as a function of dark matter mass.
In Fig.(5) , we plot DM-baryon scattering cross section vs DM mass for three viscosity parameters ζ = 10 −11 ,ζ = 10 −8 andζ = 10 −7 which are constant (γ = 0) with the redshift. Here all lines correspond to the gas temperature T G = 5.20K at z = 17, which explain the upper limit of the EDGES absorption signal. Further the solid lines corresponds to T χ < T G and dot dashed lines corresponds to T χ > T G . We find that to explain the EDGES observation, the maximum limit for the DM mass corresponds to DM viscosity parameter,ζ = 10 −11 is same as ideal DM case but this time the cross section has bee increased comparatively. Furthermore, as we increase the DM viscosity fromζ = 10 −11 toζ = 10 −7 , the DM temperature increases which oppose the heat transfer from the baryonic matter. So the required baryon temperature at z = 17 necessary for EDGES observation, cannot be achieved with the above given mass and cross section. To obtain T G = 5.20 K (upper limit of EDGES signal) for the same viscosity parameter, γ = 0,ζ = 10 −8 , either we need to decrease the DM mass or increase the DM-baryon interaction or the combination of both. It is clear that while increasing the viscosity parameter,ζ from 10 −11 to 10 −7 the DMbaryon scattering cross section,σ has been increased from 8.5 × 10 −43 cm 2 to 1.5 × 10 −41 cm 2 and also DM mass range has been decreased.
In Fig.(5) , we also find that for higher viscosity of dark matter (ζ > 10 −11 ), the DM temperature also increase above the baryon temperature (here T G = 5.20K) after a certain DM mass range. Here also all lines represents the gas temperature T G = 5.20K at z = 17, in which the solid line corresponds to T χ < T G and dot dashed line corresponds to T χ > T G . Here we also find that to explain the EDGES observation, the maximum limit for the DM mass corresponds to DM viscosity parameter,ζ = 10 −11 is same as ideal DM case but the cross section has been increased. Also In above analysis, we point out that for a constant viscosity parameter, the value of DM-baryon interaction cross-section,σ obtained for DM masses less than 0.1 GeV and 0.01 GeV (i.e.
4 × 10 −42 cm 2 for m χ < 0.1 GeV and 1.5 × 10 −41 cm 2 for m χ < 0.01 GeV) are the within the 95% confidence limit ofσ obtain from the Planck temeprature, polarization and lensing measurements [49] . If we further increase the viscosity parameter then it reduces the DM mass range and increaseŝ σ and hence theσ might be greater than the maximum limit as discussed in Ref. [49] and hence put an upper limit on the viscosity parameter. Here we find that the for constant viscosity, γ = 0 the maximum limit on the viscosity isζ ∼ 10 −7 which is larger by ∼ 4 orders of magnitude in comparison with the limit obtained from the structure formation. For variable viscosity case (γ = −1/2), the maximum limit on viscosity is approximately two times larger in comparison with the constant viscosity case. This limit will be further improved if one does a more precise calculation of the temperature evolution of gas.
In our analysis, we have taken the upper bound of EDGES absorption signal, i.e. T G = 5.20K
to get the parameter space forσ and DM mass. If we consider the lower bound of the reported EDGES signal, i.e. T G = 1.68K, we need to increase the baryon-DM interaction for a fixed viscosity parameter. Thus in Fig. (5) and (6), all the curvey will shift upward in theσ-axis.
Also throughout our analysis, we consider the interaction of the DM with the hygrogen in order to derive the constraints on the DM viscosity, (ζ) DM mass (m χ ) and DM-gas interaction crosssection,σ. But instead of hydrogen if DM interacts with the other species in the gas like helium, electron or proton, then the constraints on above parameters will change. In the approximation m χ 1 GeV and cooling energyQ I to be fixed, the DM-gas interaction cross-sectionσ I of these quantities will increase in comparision with the hydrogenσ H by [3] σ
where I = e, He, p. Within the time of our interest 15 ≤ z ≤ 200, we can consider x He ∼ 1 13 and x e ∼ 10 −4 . Considering the DM mass as an order of sub GeV, for example m χ = 0.05 GeV, we getσ He ∼ 6σ H . For the other species of gas like electron and proton, the scattering cross-section with the DM is sufficiently large in comparison with theσ H . The increment of the cross-section suggests that in order to explain the EDGES absorption signal, the maximum limit on the DM viscosity will decrease in comparison with the hydrogen.
CONCLUSION
The EDGES detection of 21 cm absorption signal in the cosmic dawn era opens a new and unique window to study and test the DM properties. In standard cosmology, the DM is assumed to be ideal but if DM is viscous fluid then it may affect the EDGES observation. In this work, we studied the dissipative properties of the dark sector by assuming that dark heating has not erased the EDGES global signal.
Considering dark matter as a viscous fluid and using the FLRW metric, we estimate the entropy production by DM fluid in the expanding Universe. The entropy production leads to heat generation in the dark sector and changes the temperature history of DM. Later, assuming the bulk viscosity of the form, ζ χ = ζ 0 ρχ(z) ρχ 0 γ , we calculate the temperature evolution of viscous dark matter in presence of the DM-gas interaction. We then check the dependency of the gas temperature on the viscosity parameter, DM mass and DM-gas interaction.
The viscosity of DM causes the heating but we show that in case of small bulk viscosity (ζ ∼ 10 −12 for constant andζ ∼ 10 −11 for varying with the redshift), the DM dissipation does not play the significant role in temperature evolution and DM behaves like as an ideal fluid. For large DM viscosity, the DM dissipation becomes prominent and increase the temperature of the DM as well as baryonic fluid. In case of sufficiently large viscosity,ζ ∼ 10 −8 the DM temperature rise sharply and becomes larger than the baryon temperature on small redshift. The heating also depends on the DM mass and increases at higher m χ values (i.e. 0.1 to 1 GeV). The cooling of the gas can be done by increasing the DM-gas interaction cross-section,σ. We thus find that for a fixed viscosity parameter, the gas temperature can be reduced via either the decreasing the DM mass (m χ ) or increasing the DM-gas interaction cross-section (σ).
In order to explain the EDGES absorption signal, means the temperature of baryons should not increase above to 5.20K, puts the stringent constraints on the DM viscosity (ζ), DM mass (m χ ) and DM-baryon scattering cross section (σ). We find that the low viscosity,ζ = 10 −12 is not enough to heat the DM and baryons hence constraints on DM mass and DM-baryon scattering cross section was same as the DM had no viscosity. Further, on increasing the DM viscosity causes more heating in the dark sector and also in the baryonic sector through DM-baryon scattering. Consequently, to maintain the baryon temperature of 5.20K, the DM-baryon scattering cross section will increase and the mass of the DM particle will decrease. In the case of constant DM viscosities,ζ = 10 −8 andζ = 10 −7 , the upper limit on DM masses are 0.1 GeV and 0.02 GeV respectively. For varrying DM viscosity with the cosmic evolution, for viscosity parametersζ = 10 −8 andζ = 10 −7 , the upper limits on DM masses are increased and given by 0.2 GeV and 0.1 GeV respectively.
The important result of our work is that the EDGES observation can allow large viscosity in the dark sector which is many orders of magnitude larger than the maximum limit reported from the structure formation. For a constant viscosity case, the maximum viscosityζ = 10 −7 and for varying viscosity case. These limits will be further improved if one does the more precise calculation of the temperature evolution of gas.
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